Feet and Attachments

The 1200D doesn’t just give you three machines in one – it gives
you an array of specialty tools to take advantage of this machine’s                                  
amazing abilities! With 28 feet and attachments, all of your
sewing projects  will get done quickly and easily. Create the look
you want the way you want it with Janome’s combined overlock
and cover stitch machine accessory range.
Lace Attachment Guide
Hem Guide
Wrapped Edge Guide
Pintucking Guide
Cording Guide
Fagoting Guide
Lacing Guide
Felling Guide
Topstitch Guide
Elastic Gathering Foot
Blind Stitch Foot

Gathering Foot
Belt Loop Foot
Beading Foot
Bias Tape Foot
Auxiliary Thread Guide
Cloth Guide
Tape Binder
Tape Guide
Cloth Guide
Coin Screw

Cover Hem Foot
Pintucking Foot
Cording Foot
Chain Stitch Foot
Topstitch Foot
Elastic Gatherer
Piping Foot

1200D
Professional

Other Outstanding Features
– 3 or 4 thread overlock
– 2-thread overlock
– Double chain stitch
– 5-thread stitch
– Cover stitch
– Tension release device
– Snap-on presser feet
– Foot pressure adjustment dial
– Rolled hem changeover device
– Retractable upper knife
– Upper looper separation device
– Thread cutter on presser foot lifter
– Presser foot position sensor
– Carrying handle
– Waste tray

Visit our website at
www.janome.com to
find out more about
all the great Janome
machines and accessories.

Janome America Inc.
10 Industrial Avenue
Mahwah, NJ 07430
USA
(201) 825-3200

Janome Sewing Machine Co.,
(Canada) Ltd.
Unit 3, 6620 Kitimat Rd.
Mississauga, Ontario, L5N 288
Canada
(905) 821-0266

1200D

Professional

Your sewing
machine deserves
a companion!
Set it up with the best
there is.
Every project is easier with the right tools for the job,
and the 1200D provides all the tools you need to
create expert ready-to-wear garments. The 1200D
incorporates three machines in one: it is an Overlock, Cover Hem, and Top Cover Hem machine in
one model. Its versatility is unrivalled, incorporating
many flatlock, blanket and overlock stitches, as well
as the chain and coverstitch. This amazing functionality coupled with 28 optional feet and attachments
means that you are only limited by your imagination.
Ease of use is a major component of this model. All
feet are snap on and off for easy change. Additionally, there is no need to change the needle plate or
foot for a rolled hem, and the retracting the stitch
finger is as easy as flipping a lever – both exceptional
time-saving features.
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The 1200D takes the guess-work out of
serging. Once you select your sewing
preference, the 1200D automatically
adjusts the correct tension settings so
you can sew with comfort and
confidence. A detailed and colorcoded thread chart is located right
on the machine and the upper
looper system is easily converted
for a cover hem
or top cover
hem. The 1200D is simply the
best and machine for quality
stitching and finishing.
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It’s Three Machines in One
Overlock Stitch

Packed with Features

Simplify your sewing room with the 1200D. The 1200D combines three valuable
sewing machines in one: Overlock, Cover Hem, and Top Cover Hem. You’ll save
time and space in your sewing room with this multifunctional machine.
Exceptionally important in garment sewing, an Overlock Stitch
allows you to create a professional finish when edging,
hemming, or seaming. The versatility of overlock stitches is
unmatched, and can be used for decoration and
reinforcement, as well as garment construction.

Automatic Tension
Settings
You never have to remember tension
settings again! The automatic tension
settings take the guesswork out of
serging. Just select your stitch on the
selector dial and an inner mechanism
sets the tension for you.

			

Stitch Selection Dial
The illustrated stitch selection dial allows you
to choose your stitch. Then follow the simple
adjustments in the display window to set up
the machine.

Differential Feed
and Stitch Length
Dials

The Cover Hem is often used to hem knits, spandex, Lycra,
knit polyester, and heavier weight fabrics. A decorative thread
can be used in the chain looper to embellish ready to wear
garments and accessories. The Cover Hem also achieves a
wonderful topstitch.

The Differential Feed
and Stitch Length
Dials are located on
the front of the machine
for easy access, setting
and reading. Janome
engineering ensures
seams on knits are
wave and pucker-free.

The Top Cover Hem is a decorative industrial-type topstitch.
You can also use this stitch to hem and embellish garments
all in one application.

Top Cover Hem Attachment

Cover Hem

With the 1200D, you have
the ability to sew a 5mm or
2.5mm Top Cover Hem as
well as a Bottom Cover Hem
simultaneously.  This allows you
to produce a true Industrial
Style Cover Hem.

Easy to see
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Top Cover Hem

The 1200D’s clear blue plastic
foot helps you view and sew
your projects with ease.

2,3,4, or 5
thread convertible
A detailed threading chart is located right
on the machine – so you’ll always have
threading instructions in front of you!
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Safety 4-thread
coverstitch

Snap on Presser Feet

20 Useful Stitches

Presser feet snap in and out for
quick change.

With 20 useful stitches,
the projects you can
accomplish are virtually
limitless. You’ll find classic
serger stitches, as well
as advanced specialty
stitches you’d normally
find only on a
professional machine.

Easy change Rolled Hem
Forget changing feet and needle
plates. With the switch of lever you
can switch back and forth to rolled
hem.

Safety 4-Thread Stitch
Stretch Knit Stitch
5-Thread Stitch
3-Thread Stitch Wide
Overlock 3
Flatlock 3
Blanket Stitch
Flatlock 2
Overcast 2
Narrow Hem 3
Rolled Hem 3
Rolled Hem 2
Stretch Wrapped
Triple Cover Hem
Cover Hem Wide
Cover Hem Narrow
Chainstitch
Triple Top Cover Stitch
Top Cover Stitch Wide
Top Cover Stitch Narrow

Easily Accessible Loopers
Simply push a lever and the lower
looper pops into view. No more
struggling to thread!

Easy Retractable
Upper-knife
The upper knife easily retracts for
coverstitch mode, or for any
project where cutting fabric is
unnecessary. And the knife width
adjustment knob makes it easy to
adjust your cutting width.

Stretch knit
5-thread
coverstitch
3-thread wide
coverstitch
3-thread
Overlock
3-thread
Flatrlock
Blanket
2-thread
Flatlock
2-thread
Overcast seam
3-thread Narrow
rolled Hem
3-thread
Rolled Hem
2-thread
Rolled hem
Stretch
wrapped

A Sampling of Specialty Tools

Bias Tape Foot
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This adjustable foot allows you to attach
10mm to 40mm wide bias tape Creating
the look you want has never been easier!
With the Bias Tape Foot you can attach
10mm to 40mm wide bias tape. Use
the Bias Tape Foot for a wide array of
applications, including quilts, bibs, home
dec items, handbags and clothing.

Beading Foot

Beaded trims add that special
touch to any project. Deep
grooves on the bottom of the
pearl foot guide strands of
pearls or beads perfectly into
place and are secured with a
flatlock stitch.

Hem Guide

Hem edges evenly without
measuring, pinning or pressing.
Simply insert the fabric and the
guide automatically folds and
creates a 1” hem. Use with the
cover hem foot.
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